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Q1. Define what it is you want to happen.

A1. A ping pong table / table tennis (stone, or other outdoor ping pong table) at the sport
facilities.

The following area has been identified: on the flat concrete area between the multi-
purpose sports area and the 13th green of the golf course:

Q2. Explain what the benefits are.

A2. Lots of people like to play ping pong. Each person could bring their own ping pong 
balls and pallets. It is not a big investment, but is lovely for people who can not play tennis 
or padel.

The resort could stipulate that the table could only be used from 9:00 - 21:00, so that 
owners of nearby properties would not be overly affected by the noise of the table tennis 
table. However, the location of the table tennis table should be sufficiently far away from 
residential properties because it is further away from the residential properties than the 
multi-purpose sports pitch.

A straw pole of owners has been conducted on the HR Owner's Forum FB page:

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hrownersforum/posts/931655687385729 

https://www.facebook.com/groups/hrownersforum/posts/931655687385729


The results of the pole were:

113 - for

15 - against

113 + 15 = 128

113 / 128 = 88.28% in favour

15 / 128 = 11.72% against



Q3. What will it cost to implement?

A3. A suitable robust outdoor table tennis table has been located at Decathalon:

https://www.decathlon.es/es/p/mesa-de-ping-pong-cornilleau-free-510-pro-outdoor-
gris/_/R-p-X8352846?mc=8352846&c=GRIS&_adin=0932585350 

The cost of this table tennis table is currently retailing at 849.99 €

Q4. How long will it take to implement?

A4. The cost of the table tennis table could be funded from the 2022 communal budget, 
so as soon as the budget is agreed, the purchase and installation could be made.

Q5. What resources would be required to implement the solution?

A5. There will be some additional costs for the table tennis table to constructed of 
44.99 €

https://www.decathlon.es/es/p/montaje-mesas-ping-pong/_/R-p-X8346006?
mc=8346006&_adin=0932585350 
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